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PART 1

ADAMON APPEARS

It was a beautiful autumn day. I was sitting at the

kitchen table at my home getting ready for meal, do-

ing this and that as usual, when I felt some new kind

of creature entering the room. That kind of energy I

had never observed before.

I am used to get many visitors, in human form as

well as from spiritual levels, but I had learned to re-

cognize the energies of my guides so well that I did

not react to them much anymore. But this was some-

thing new. I was also able to see him with my psych-

ic vision. A tall dark figure, pockmarked face,

majestic appearance, dark ruby-like red energy, like

blood.

Yes, majestic is probably the word best describing

the being of my new friend. He did not want to both-

er me. We did not discuss more at that time, because

a therapy customer was soon to arrive, and I had to

start focusing on the upcoming therapy and prepar-

ing myself to perhaps discuss with the spiritual

guides of my customer. So I left to write down the

greetings they would have for Milla, when she ar-

rived.
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The therapy went in cheerful and rewarding atmo-

sphere. I was greatly surprised when I asked Milla

what she had experienced or seen during the treat-

ment. She described this new guide of mine, a dark

native American man, just like I had seen him. So,

my customers were also becoming clairvoyants in

growing numbers. Great!

Later that night, when I finally had some time to re-

lax and was alone in my bedroom, this new guide of

mine appeared again and this time we had time to

exchange some thoughts, telepathically, which is the

way the guides and angels usually communicate

with us humans.

-Who are you and why are you here? I asked from

this tall and thin being and he bowed respectfully.

-My name is Adamon and I have come to bring you

information about this, he uttered. Simultaneously, I

saw a crystal skull in his hand. I had heard about

those before, but had never seriously thought about

them or contemplated on their mystery.

Once before I had met an Indian woman from cent-

ral-America during my inner journey. She carried a

crystal skull with her and told that it was packed

with information, which would be released when the

time was right. Now my new friend Adamon told the

same:
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-This is the skull number four. It carries a lot of in-

formation, which is determined to become public at

this time. You can open the information with a sym-

bol. The symbol is like a key that will open the

skull. At the same time, I saw an image of a fila-

ment, like DNA containing information. The fila-

ment opened with the symbol and then it was pos-

sible to start downloading the information. The fila-

ment or information unwound from the skull like a

cord and Adamon said that I had the symbol for that

coil of information and that I could write and chan-

nel out this information, when the time was right for

me.

Interesting, I thought, but on the other hand I was a

little suspicious. The world is full of channeled in-

formation that may benefit someone, but is mostly

just repeating same things. Most part comes from a

source that tries to say much, but ends up telling

very little. In addition, I was already tired to read

more channeled information myself and I thought

that it may tell the truth about the world, but I was

not keen in learning more about the world myself

but rather it was time to me as well as some others to

start learning away the phenomenon world to bring

in the real wisdom.

From Adamon's being I was sensing something dif-

ferent, however. He told me that we had met in an

earlier life, different time and place and I saw im-
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ages of a culture in a jungle, a pyramid buried within

jungle. When asking if it was still so, or was this

center of temples already found, Adamon replied

that the temples were still buried within the jungle

and the crystal skull lied as a physical object on that

area. This place, or the skull, would not be found for

a long time.

In Mexico? I asked but he shook his head in denial.

It was not Mexico, but some other country, perhaps

near it. Adamon gave a symbolic jewel as a present

and said that this information would be available to

channel whenever I had time and I was left to think

about it. One time later he even visited me at my day

job. I could feel his presence, but it felt like there

was no hurry to start the channeling.

A week passed by. Today, when writing this intro-

duction, I am beginning to channel the information

from the skull, and I really hope this is not the same

old new age stuff that is coming out everywhere

nowadays. If it appears to be so, I will quit channel-

ing and spend my time doing something more use-

ful. Excitement grows in me...

Why was I selected to channel the information from

the skull? Why it was skull number four and what

did that mean? How many skulls are there on the

globe, and who has encoded the information within

them and why? Are we talking about aliens or
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people from our long gone past, or both? We will

learn about that soon, I hope.

CODE 1: THE BEING OF A HUMAN

There are powers and forces that are more impress-

ive to meet than others. They all are still the same,

one entirety. There are sources that are broadening,

thrilling, even amusing to channel, but also others

which are boring and make you finally fall asleep

like a dull TV-show. This source is not one of the

latter. And if you fall asleep, bear in mind that it also

is just a part of learning, part of dream where you

already are now, when reading this text.

Everything has it's time and place. Now it is time for

this channel to open and this information to flow

into the world you live in. There are many levels,

many worlds, but only one level and one world is

true and it has created everything else. Or should we

say someone dreamed this all into existence. That

level is the source for this text. It is the level from

which the information was encoded into the scull

number four, as well as other skulls that exist in this

system, and at this materialistic-looking level there

are nine of them.

It is difficult for you to understand the reality as it is.

You only comprehend it as it is manifesting to your
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senses. The skull does not speak to you directly, we

interpret its information into a more suitable way for

human language. Adamon is with you.

So reality is real and perceived world is just experi-

ence and they have nothing to do with each other.

We need a bridge, over which we can help the be-

ings who are absorbed within the experience world

to turn around and see themselves, to be as they are.

That is the task of the skulls and the information

within them, simplified.

To turn around and see oneself.

Can any of you turn around and see yourself, really,

in your world? It is not possible. You can only see

the reflection of your body in the mirror. You can

feel your body as real and what it is like to be lim-

ited by it, but you cannot see yourself, and truthfully,

you cannot be yourself. At least there are not too

many people who have actually learned that import-

ant skill, yet.

In this time and place where you are now, you are

closing into the magical year that is so much talked

about and about which your internet is telling with

millions of pages. You may not have thought about

the fact, however, that if there is nothing else than

the everlasting present, that magic year 2012 has no

specific meaning.
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Marjut Moisala is a Finnish clairvoyant and writer,having 8 books published in Finnish during 2000 -
2012. In this book, “The End of All Dreams”, a spiritual guide who calls himself Adamon appears
to her and starts unwinding the hidden secrets of a crystal skull that stores ancient wisdom.

Adamon gives no mercy for ego and speaks directly to the spirit within us.

His subjects are love, freedom and finding the real self within us. He questions our ego's beliefs
and turns new age myths upside down.

“Duality is a part of the phenomenal world, but it is not a creation of God. God created only you
but it is you who created the world.”

According to Adamon, world is an opposite to the spirit and like a prolonged dream. We are
dreaming, not only when sleeping, but also when we are “awake”. Our whole life, or lives, is just
going through different levels of dream. Hardly ever we are really awake.

So how to wake up? “Love and forgiving are the only means”.

About the purpose of life Adamon teaches: “When you are separated from love, you are asking
for purpose. When you are love, you are the purpose.”

This book has been an eye-opening experience to many readers,making them question their
beliefs about life and themselves and provoking real spiritual awareness on contrary of the all too
familiar, nice and easy channeled new age texts coming out everywhere these days. The readers
of “A Course In Miracles”, and “The Disappearance of the Universe” may already have a clue 
about what Adamon is teaching us.
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